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FULL MOON in PISCES 
 

Musings for Pisces:  Act of Conscious Awareness 
 
 Pisces is the ruler of the 12

th
 house in astrology and is the last port of 

call in the astrological wheel of the year. Because of this, in Pisces we 

celebrate completions and endings as well as look forward to new 

beginnings (Aries). So it’s a good time to reflect on our addictions and 

unneeded patterns or our emotional reactions and create an awareness 

of them so we can let them go.  

Pisces is mutable water, so its influence can be overwhelmingly deep 

and full of emotion and feeling... we can feel lost in the collective and 

personal unconscious which is ‘rules’. This means we can feel things 

very sensitively but we may be unable to make much meaning or sense 

of these things because they are unconscious i.e. we are unaware of 

them. Here it can help to talk to others who can shine a light on what it is 

that we might not be able to see about our patterns or times of 

overwhelming thoughts and feelings. In doing this we increase our 

awareness and learn to be receptive to the loving feedback of others. 

Another way to develop our awareness of our unconscious thoughts or 

patterns is to develop a ritual or ceremony around each sign which we 

practice daily. In Pisces, water is of course the obvious element to use 

.This ritual could be as simple as sending love and blessings to all the 

waters of the Earth as we shower, or purifying ourselves and our house 

with salt water each day, or perhaps cultivating our sensitivities to the 

waters we come in contact with (e.g. really feeling the rain, watching the 

ocean deeply). These conscious practices can help challenge the lost 

kind of feelings that can be present with the unconscious Piscean 

qualities. Water as an element on the earth, is heavy with gravity and 

can get us down...Swimming in water buoys us- but when we carry lots 

of it on the earth, we notice its heaviness. Conscious practices bring in 

the lightness of Spirit through loving light and awareness. In conscious 

practices we CHOOSE the ritual or practice and DO it each day at least 



once with as much awareness as we are able. In this way, we cultivate 

our discrimination and our spiritual will and power. 

In Pisces we see the symbol of two fishes. One is going down into the 

waters of Earth and the other is flying free of gravity into the waters of 

space. Yes, the waters of space are MUCH lighter and less earth bound! 

The Christ represents this higher oceanic aspect of Piscean sensitivity 

and emotion; He brings joy empathy and compassion like an ocean. 

When we are caught in the waters of Earth we can feel heavy lost and 

overwhelmed – we are the lower fish, unable to connect to the rest of 

Cosmos. Our Christ nature, our soul, is the fish that takes us into the 

waters of Space to experience the freedom lightness and Joy of an 

expanding consciousness. Like the Buddha’s, Christ/our Christ nature is 

an ocean of compassion available for all beings, and that includes 

ourselves. 

 I have learned that there are many times when I am unable to shift from 

the lower fish to the higher without considerable effort. Then I think of all 

the power that is needed to get a rocket into space free from gravity. To 

escape gravity, we must find strong and powerful ways to shift our 

consciousness to become one with our real Self and swim with the 

Bodhisattvas of Compassion in the ocean of wider loving awareness. 

Acts of conscious awareness help us discover this inner rocket power. 

Some colours for Pisces are blue for Jupiter and ray 2 pink for Neptune 

and ray 6 as well as red and black for Pluto and ray 1 
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